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Abstract: Implementing Islamic Constitutionalism: How Islamic Is Indonesia Constitution?. Religious constitutionalism has recently become a global discussion. Such a trend arises as a result of several countries that have a majority of religious adherents declare their constitution based on certain religions. Thailand, for example, provides special norms about Buddhism (Buddhist constitutionalism), the Vatican has special norms about Catholicism (Catholic constitutionalism), India has special norms about Hinduism (Hindu constitutionalism), Saudi Arabia has norms specifically about Islam (Islamic constitutionalism), and so on. This article analyzes whether or not the Islamic principles have been adopted in the Indonesian Constitution. These principles consist of protecting religion, soul, mind, offsprings, and property. The author uses the five principles as a standard in measuring the entire Indonesian Constitution which constitutes to the teachings of Islam (Islamic constitutionalism). The implementation of Islamic constitutionalism can be identified through articles in the constitution. This study concluded that, in general, the Indonesian constitution could be considered to have agreed to Islamic constitutionalism, although in some cases it still needs to be actualized more.
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Introduction

Religious constitutionalism has recently become a global discussion. Such a trend arises as a result of several countries that have a majority of religious adherents declare their constitution based on certain religions. Thailand, for example, provides special norms about Buddhism, the Vatican has special norms about Catholicism, India has special norms about Hinduism, Saudi Arabia has norms specifically about Islam, and so on. Thus, countries having domination of religious norms can indicate as a country based on constitution taken from religious values, called Catholic constitutionalism, Hindu constitutionalism, Buddhism constitutionalism, and Islamic constitutionalism. As a part of religious constitutionalism, Islamic


constitutionalism has also become a global discussion, especially in countries where its population adhere to a certain religion.

In fact, not all countries, including country dominantly Muslim, had established a specific religion within their constitution. Some countries even tend to hide their religious identity in their constitution although those countries have a majority in one religion. This can be found in most Western countries such as France, Canada, United States, Belgium, Sweden, Dutch, and so forth.⁶

Indonesia, having 222 million Muslims, has become the largest Muslim population in the world. In spite of the majority, there is no single norm in the Indonesian's constitution which arranges a specific position for the religion in the state. Indeed, the norms in Indonesian's constitution has a common meaning for all of the religions which are legally recognized in Indonesia. This situation often results in dissatisfaction among Muslim, particularly when they are facing with the demands to implement the Islamic teachings in some daily practices such as marriage, business, banking, philanthropy, and so forth. This is the reason why in Indonesia should have more Islamic regulation, although the country is, in fact, not a religious country.

This study is aimed at exploring the principle of Islamic constitutionalism by focusing on two main questions. Firstly, is there any country adopting Islamic constitutionalism? Secondly, how Islamic is Indonesian's constitution? These questions will be explored briefly in the explanation below.

**The Implementation of Islamic Constitutionalism in Indonesia**

**Constitution**

**Islamic Constitutionalism in the Prophet Era**

Historically, Islamic constitutionalism was imposed in the time of Prophet Muhammad when he was in Medina. During that times, the Medina city was inhabited by multi tribes, faiths, and religions. To bind

---

the communities in a similar understanding and sense of belonging, Prophet Muhammad legislated the mutual agreement amongst the citizen of Medina city in 622 CE (Common Era). The agreement later was recognized as the Medina Charter, has now been publicly claimed as a modern constitution.

The Medina Charter contained several things namely: (1) It acknowledged that the Prophet Muhammad as the leader of Muslims from the Quraysh tribe and from Yathrib. (2) It also declared to create the concept of one nation (called ummah wâhidah based on the nine existing tribes, namely the Qurayshi immigrants, followed by eight other tribes. Thus, it established the foundation of a multi-religious Islamic state-run in Medina. (3) The Charter also recognized Prophet Muhammad as the mediating consultant between groups and no fighting of war will occur without his approval. (4) The Charter had purposed to finish the nasty intertribal belligerent between the rival circles of Banu Aws and Banu Khazraj of Medinans and maintained peace and co-operation among all Medinan assemblies. In addition, (5) The Charter also asserted that councils of all parties, Muslim or non-Muslim, should involve in any wars and cooperation with external states. (6) This Chapter also has positioned Medina as the sacred place (called haram city), guaranteeing no blood of the peoples encompassed in the agreement can be dropped. The Madina Charter later has recognized publicly as the solid bedrock of Islamic constitutionalism.7

Countries Adopting Islamic Constitutionalism

There are many Muslim countries having implemented the Islamic principles in their constitution. Among them are the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and Brunei Darussalam.8 The KSA has a constitution that consists of nine chapters and 83 articles. The main sources of KSA’s constitution are the Holy Qur’an, and the prophet Muhammad tradition

---
(also called Hadits). KSA is one of the Muslim countries in the world that clearly asserts its identity as an Islamic state by referring to Al-Quran and Hadits as the grand norm of their constitution.

One of the serious matters in the KSA, however, is regarding the interpretation of their sources, the Holy Quran and the Hadits. Not all problems have been clearly regulated in the Holy Quran or Hadits. In addition, there are a number of verses of the Quran, and some Hadits as well, that need further interpretation before actualizing them with the recent context. Among the issues that often raise questions in the country are women rights, the concept of Mahram in the hajj, and so forth. Those matters have become problematic and clearly recognized as KSA’s future work to accomplish.  

Second is Brunei Darussalam. Brunei declares itself as a Muslim country and puts the declaration in its constitution. To prevent conflicts in interpreting the Quran and the Sunnah, Brunei has imposed the Shâfi; I school to be its official school as it is stated in Part II on Religion, stating that “The religion of Brunei Darussalam shall be the Muslim Religion according to the Shafeite sect of that religion.” As a follow-up to this statement, Brunei Darussalam issued a number of legal rules based on Islamic Law, both covering civil and criminal matters. With regard to criminal law, although this rule has been approved since 2016 and will take effect in 2018, Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah, the Sultan of Brunei Darussalam, postponed the implementation of the rule due to the Criminal Sharia Courts The Procedure Code (CPC) prepared for that is still not accomplished.  

---


What is still in question is whether the rule of law applies to all individuals in the country, including the royal family, or only to certain circles outside the palace family. This kind of question arises because in certain countries the law is often unable to reach the royal family. Their position in the royal family environment has made them immune from the law, both concerning general crimes and certain crimes such as corruption. The most striking example in this country is the case of Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah’s nephew, Jefri, who was accused of embezzling billions of dollars from the Brunei Investment Agency into Amedeo Development in 2000. Nevertheless, after a private reconciliation with Sultan Bolkiah, the case was closed.\(^{11}\)

**How Islamic is Indonesian’s Constitution?**

**The Protection of Religious Affair**

As previously stated, the Indonesian constitution does not declare a particular religion as the philosophy of the state. In article 28 of the 1945 Indonesia Constitution, it is expressly stated that the state recognizes the existence of six religions in Indonesia - Islam, Christianity, Catholicism, Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism. Under such a statement, it is natural that the state then provides space for these religions to develop and practice its religious teachings as a whole.\(^{12}\)

To respond this need, the government then issued a number of rules that contained religious values, including the law on the circulation of liquor/narcotics, the law on prostitution, gambling, and so on. In terms of protection of religion, article 28 E of the 1945 Constitution states: “Every person is free to embrace religion and worship according to his religion, ...”. This article gives freedom to all Indonesian citizens to


embrace and practice the teachings of the religion that they believe in. But this freedom is then limited by the provisions of article 28 J which states: “in practicing the rights and freedoms, each person is obliged to comply with the restrictions stipulated by law ...”.

This limitation is, to some extent, acceptable and is, indeed, needed to prevent the abuse of rights resulting in losses to other religious people. Because in practice there can be someone who practices religious teachings but unwittingly offends or harms other people, propagating any religion to other believers, for. Instance. Such cases frequently occur in the community and have the potential to cause inter-religious conflict. So far conflicts with religious nuances have been resolved by issuing ministerial regulations, through political approaches rather than legal approaches; Completion of religious conflict through a political approach certainly does not solve the problem completely. Like treating a disease the policy only reduces the effect of the symptoms and does not reach the root of the real problem. Therefore, a legal regulation that regulates religious conflicts is absolutely necessary so that every religious conflicts can be resolved completely.

For Muslims, the government has issued several rules that can be used to regulate several civil law issues, which include: marriage law, Islamic banking and economic law, shari’ah insurance, and so on. The issuance of these rules signifies that although normatively Indonesia does not adhere to Islamic constitutionalism, in practice this country has adopted several basic principles from the Islamic teachings.

The Protection of Soul and Life

Article 28A of the 1945 Constitution states that “Everyone has the right to live and has the right to defend his life”. This article clearly indicates that every individual living in Indonesia has similar rights to be

---


protected from any disturbance threatening his soul and life. Following up to this principle, the Indonesian government then drafted legal rules that would protect all residents from criminal acts. One problem related to the current national Criminal Law is that the law adheres to legal principles originating from foreign (Western) culture, not based on local traditions/culture. This occurs because the current National Criminal Law is nothing but a translation of Wetboek van Straftrecht, a colonial criminal law brought by the Dutch in the past colonial era.

**Protection of Mind and Mental**

The issue of protection against mind and mentality health has not been expressly stated in the Indonesian constitution. Article 28 H only regulates that Everyone has the right to live healthily physically and mentally, get a good and healthy environment and get health services. The rule of law regarding the health services mentioned in Article 28 H does not only cover physical health problems but also mental health. This principle is then translated into a more concrete form of regulation, i.e the Law no. 36/2009 concerning health, which in paragraph 148 of the Act states that people having mental disorders have the same rights as normal citizens.

In addition to the laws governing the provision of mental health services, there are other laws that aim to protect citizens from the threat of mental damage resulting from the influence of drug abuse. Indeed drug problems have become a national problem for Indonesia, and the victims are not only limited to adults but also have spread to teenagers, even children. For this reason, the Government has issued a set of rules that will protect the public from drug abuse and at the same time provide severe legal sanctions for the dealers and the producers of the prohibited items. Unfortunately, the attention of the government is limited only to protecting the public from the dangers of drug abuse (narcotics) and has not touched the problem of

---


liquor, even though the potential mental/mental damage caused by liquor is almost similar to the danger posed by drug abuse. The only legal rule that pays attention to the problem of liquor is only the rule of law that applies in the Aceh region, reaching only limited to the internal province and does not apply nationally. This fact shows that although the Indonesian constitution has provided protection to its citizens from the threats of mind and mentality, the application of this principle is not optimal. More serious efforts are still needed to apply this principle of protection to real life.\textsuperscript{17}

Protection of Offsprings

Article 28 B of Indonesian Constitution states: \textit{Everyone has the right to form a family and continues the descent through legal marriage.} Such a declaration is in accordance with the fourth principle of Islam as identified by al-Shâtibi. The statement in article 28 B of the 1945 Constitution strengthens the regulations previously issued, namely Law No. 1/1974 concerning marriage. Similar to the application of the previous Islamic Constitution principles, the application of this principle is also inseparable from various shortcomings and weaknesses. The weaknesses/shortcomings include various issues within the family law, ranging from interfaith marriages, restrictions on the minimum age of marriage, divorce, adoption, to the most recent issue, namely LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender).\textsuperscript{18} The issues mentioned above, in reality, have not received serious attention from the government, even though these issues are very important and directly related to the principle of protection of offspring as mandated in article 28 B.


Protection of Property

Protection of property has been stated in the Indonesian Constitution in article 33 clause 1 and 2. In the clauses, it is stated that (1) *The economy is organized as a joint effort based on the principle of family.* (2) *Production branches that are important for the state and which control the livelihood of the public are controlled by the state.* The protection of property principle has been followed up with the issuance of a series of government regulations that regulate economic problems. Among the regulations, the most relevant to the interests of the Muslim community are the Law on Sukuk, Waqaf, Islamic economics, and banking, etc. As with the implementation of the previous four Islamic constitutional principles, the implementation of this principle in the form of government policy is not empty of criticism. Among a number of criticisms that emerged in this context were the problems of certain practices in the world of Islamic banking, which by some people were seen as having deviated from Islamic values and not even more than replication of conventional banking.  Another issue that has also developed in the community is related to the idea of using dinars and dirhams besides the US dollar in business transactions. The proposal to use dinars and dirhams in daily economic transaction activities because these two currencies have a very low risk of inflation. Unfortunately, the proposal receives no approval from the Central Bank.

Conclusions

Based on what has been previously presented, it can be concluded that from a number of countries that adopted Islamic Constitutionalism, Saudi Arabia is still experiencing problems in the interpretation of sources

---


of Islamic law, the Qur’an and Al-Sunnah. This constraint in interpretation has made the country seemingly literal and conservative in understanding the aims and objectives of the two sources of Islamic law. While Brunei Darussalam, despite being free from the influences of conservatism and literalism, but the country tends to limit their interpretation only within the Shafi’ite school of law and rejects other schools for fear of causing a conflict of interpretation in the face of a legal problem.

As for Indonesia, even though this country does not explicitly declare of adhering to Islamic constitutionalism, but in practice, it adopts the principles that exist in Islamic constitutionalism and applies them in a number of legal rules. This can be seen in the rules giving protection to religious freedom, the soul, mind, descent, and property. Although it should be admitted that there are still a lot of works to be done in order to apply these principles more optimally.
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